For uncompensated Baro-VNAV systems, procedure NA below -14°C (7°F) or above 54°C (130°F). RF required. GPS required.

MISSED APPROACH: Climb to 3000 on track 343° to HEVAB, right turn to FOXEK, then on track 083° to CMK VOR/DME and hold.

**Procedure NA for arrival on CMK VOR/DME airway radials 111 CW 275.**

**VGSI and RNAV glidepath not coincident (VGSI Angle 3.00/TCH 56).**

**Authorization Required**

**Category**
- A
- B
- C
- D

**RNP 0.30 DA**
- 788.1\(\frac{1}{2}\)
- 387 (400-1\(\frac{1}{2}\))